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Worst Countries For Drunk
Driving
South Africa is one of the most dangerous
countries worldwide for road accidents
with 25.1 deaths per 100, 000 people
every year. A shocking 6 out of every 10
fatalities on the country’s roads are
caused by alcohol impairment. Canada
has seen its fatal road accidents fall 43
percent since 2000 but the rate of death
from alcohol consumption remains high
for a developed nation at 34 percent.
Read More on My Republica
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Air Pollution Alerts To Be Displayed Across London
Considering many recent serious incidents of air pollution, the Mayor
of London has announced that air quality alerts will be displayed at
bus stops, river pier stops, Tube stations and on road signs. The
Supreme Court ruled in April that London’s air quality breaches
European clean air rules. Warnings will be displayed the day before
and during high pollution days at 2,500 bus countdown and river pier
signs, the entrances to all 270 Tube stations and on 140 roadside dot
matrix signs. This is the first step towards London putting in place a
comprehensive air pollution incident plan.
Read More on BBC News
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China’s Facing A ‘Rising Epidemic’ Of Heart
Disease Thanks To Lifestyle Changes
The world has watched the dramatic economic growth and
industrialization of China unfold in awe. According to a new Harvard
study, these changes are also fueling the rise of China’s deadliest killer,
cardiovascular disease. Major shifts in China’s lifestyle, like the
adoption of a more Western diet, increased television time and
decreases in bicycle ownership. Unhealthy diets, decreased physical
activity and rampant smoking have also added to this growing burden
that appears will worsen over the next 20 years.
Read More on The Humanosphere

U.N. Leader Urges Member States to
Fund Haiti’s Cholera Recovery
Scientists have determined that United Nations
peacekeepers from Nepal introduced cholera, a waterborne
disease, to Haiti by allowing their infected feces to enter the
country’s most important river system in October 2010. At
issue is whether the organization and its members will pay
for the sanitation infrastructure and treatment necessary to
end the epidemic, which has killed at least 10, 000 people
and damaged Haiti’s economy. The imported cholera strain
has also spread to other countries in Latin America.
Read More on The Daily Mail
See Also U.S. Judge Upholds U.N. Immunity in Haiti
Cholera Case

Innovating To The Last Mile: How Access to
Medicines Can End Epidemics For Good
The 21st International AIDS Conference in Durban, South Africa
united 18, 000 people from 180 countries with the goal of advancing
plans to end AIDS as a crisis. This goal is incredibly important in the
post-2015 global development agenda, particularly as it will influence
global health, economies and social wellbeing more broadly. Ensuring
easy access to health facilities and medicines will be key. Global
health programs have made great strides against these epidemics,
saving more than 17 million lives to date.

Read More on Reuters
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The Aviation Industry Faces Huge Challenges
The Aviation industry faces huge challenges if it is to meet its own selfimposed climate change targets. And even if it does meet all its targets,
aviation will still have consumed 12% of the global carbon budget for

1.5 degrees Celsius by 2050. If it fails to reach this target, its share of
this budget could rise to as much as 27%.

Read More on The Carbon Brief

A Wild Success: A Systematic Review Of Bird Recovery
Under the Endangered Species Act
The Endangered Species Act is the world’s strongest law protecting animals and plants
on the brink of extinction. It has saved more than 99 percent of species under its care
from extinction. Less well studied, however, is how well it is moving imperiled species
toward recovery, the Act's ultimate goal. This study uses population counts from more
than 1,800 wildlife surveys to determine, if bird populations increased, decreased or
stabilized after being protected, the magnitude of population change, whether recovery
rates are consistent with expectations of federal recovery plans, and how endangered
birds fared in comparison to more common birds.

Read More on esasuccess

Are Disposable Hospital Supplies Trashing The
Environment?
While the amount of waste is difficult to quantify, a report from the
Ontario Hospital Association estimates hospitals are responsible for at
least 1% of non-residential landfill waste. It’s estimated that North
American operating rooms alone are responsible for 20%-33% of total
hospital waste. And a US study found that a single hysterectomy
produced 20 pounds of waste in plastic. The problem may be getting
worse; due to patience safety, cost and convenience, more and more
clinical instruments and supplies are being marked as “single use” and
thrown out.

Read More on Healthy Debate
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An Evaluation Of Transparency And
Accountability In Brazil’s Pharmaceutical Sector
It is estimated that one third of the world’s population lack regular
access to essential medicines. In recent years this lack of access has
been attributed to a lack of good governance in health and
pharmaceutical systems, as it limits governments’ ability to ensure
proper management of public resources and can create opportunities
for corruption. With this in mind, this research evaluated what good
governance policies are in place in Brazil’s pharmaceutical sector and
how they are implemented and practiced in everyday activities.
Read More on The Annals of Global Health

Texas Has Highest Maternal Mortality Rate In
Developed World
As the Republican-led state legislature has slashed funding to
reproductive healthcare clinics, the maternal mortality rate doubled
over just a two-year period. The rate of Texas women who died
from complications related to pregnancy doubled from 2010 to
2014. This report singles out Texas for special concern, saying the
doubling of mortality rates in a two-year period was hard to explain
“in the absence of war, natural disaster, or severe economic
upheaval”.
Read More on The Guardian

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:
Canceled Dam Project Marks Progress For
Indigenous Rights in Brazil
The decision to cancel the project, which cited concerns about the fate of the
area’s indigenous communities and wildlife, is a significant step for a region
where similar projects are still threatening the area’s ecological stability and
livelihoods of local communities. But following recommendations by the
Federal Public Prosecutors, the Brazilian agency for indigenous affairs
unexpectedly canceled development permits on August fourth. An
environmental impact study had failed to present enough evidence to judge its
social and ecological impacts. Various indigenous rights groups and
environmentalists had also warned of the negative impacts the dam would have
on the region’s land and aquatic ecosystems, emission of greenhouse gases and
indigenous communities.

Read More on The Humanosphere
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
“A widespread lack of understanding-of and misperceptions-about human rights (HR) is one of the
mother-of-all-problems we have in our work. Therefore, in our HR work, we absolutely need to
vernacularize, to give meaning and to frame HR so people can understand and then take ownership of their
rights.
Human rights particularly apply to those who are disadvantaged, excluded, ignored or demeaned. Consequently, HR do address the distributional, structural and other wrongs experienced by these out-groups.
This actually means addressing five main purposes or dimensions of HR work, namely:
 the redressing of disadvantages;
• the addressing of stigma, of stereotyping, of prejudice and of violence;
• the embracing of difference;
• the pursuit and achievement of structural changes; and for the latter,
• enhancing the voice and influence of claim holders leading to their staking of concrete claims.”
Human rights: Food for a detrimental thought- Human Rights Reader 394
Claudio Schuftan, Ho Chi Minh City
August 27, 2016

EVENTSTABLE
DATE
Oct.
15-16

CONFERENCE
Climate Change Adaptation 2016
Fifth International Conference

LOCATION

REGISTER

Toronto,
Canada

http://www.planetfriendly.net/calendar/
events.php?id=20511

Charlottetown,
PEI,
Canada

www.globalforumpei-forummondialipe.com

Oct.
16-17

6th Global Forum on
Health Promotion

Oct.
17-20

Habitat III Conference

Nov.
14-18

4th Global Symposium on Health
Systems Research

Nov.
17-18

PROOF: Food Security Policy
Research

Toronto,
Canada

http://proof.utoronto.ca/conference/

Nov.
21-24

9th Global Conference on Health

Shanghai
China

http://www.who.int/healthpromotion

Promotion

Quito,
Ecuador
Vancouver
Canada

Early bird rates and student rates are available
until June 30

http://www.habitat3.org

http://www.csih.org/en/events/
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Planetary Health Weekly
@PlanetaryWeeky
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8 WAYS TO PROMOTE
SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL HABITS

Over the past few years there continues to be an increasing interest by travelers of all styles to give back to the
countries they are travelling to. Adventures to foreign and unknown lands are exhilarating experiences but the
gift in return is to ensure minimal impact on the environment and respect for the cultures and well-being of the
local populations that inhabit areas that are visited.
The following blog post lists eight ways that promote sustainable travel habits: invest in a filtered water bottle,
bring a reusable bag, buy from local vendors and markets, respect fair trade, walk, cycle, and share a ride, bring
down a suitcase of donated items, avoid the “poor tours”, and let the love of travel overcome all fears.

Read More on Cause Artist
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SUSTAINABLE SANITATION FOR ALL:
NEW PUBLICATION FROM THE CLTS
KNOWLEDGE HUB

The CLTS Knowledge Hub is pleased to announce the launch of its new book, Sustainable Sanitation for all:
Experiences, challenges and innovations. Describing the landscape of sustainability of CLTS and sanitation with
reference to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and through examples from Africa and Asia, this book
captures a range of experiences and innovations from a broad range of institutions and actors within the WASH
sector, and attempts to make recommendations and practical suggestions for policy and practice to
practitioners, funders, policymakers, and governments.
This book is published by Practical Action and is available for purchase in hard copy or as a free download by
chapter.
Read More on Community Led Total Sanitation
To get an idea of the content of the book and hear from the authors themselves,
take a look at this short film

September 1, 2016
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2016 NISSAN LEAF GROUP BUY IN
MONTREAL SIGNS UP 2,800 FOR LOW
PRICE ON ELECTRIC CAR

Group purchases of cars and other goods, as a way of driving down the price, are common in other countries,
such as China, but rare in North America.
But over the last two years, they’ve emerged as a way for electric car advocates to accomplish several goals at
once. Buyers both get better deals on their desired vehicles and boost the number of plug-in cars on the road in
a dramatic fashion, with media coverage as a bonus.
Now, a Quebec group has apparently found an astounding 2,800 buyers who say they are interested in
purchasing 2016 Nissan Leaf electric cars. The purchase is the brainchild of Montreal resident Bruno Marcoux,
whose personal Facebook page suggests he hopes to get to 3,000 indications of interest in the buy.
As is usually the case, a low price, roughly $12,000 in Canadian dollars in this case, proves to be the lure.
Quebec accounts for a disproportionate number of the electric cars sold throughout Canada, and it has both
inexpensive hydroelectric power and an aggressive climate-action plan that contains strong incentives for
purchase of plug-in vehicles.

Read More on Green Car Reports
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30 INNOVATIONS WITH
GREAT POTENTIAL TO SAVE LIVES

Innovation has played a vital role in much of the progress in the past 15 years to improve health and save lives
around the world. As the world rallies around a new set of global goals, it will be even more important to
accelerate and advance lifesaving innovations. Research and innovation for health, which includes the scaling
up of proven health interventions as well as the development of new, improved health technologies, is critical
to meeting the ambitious targets of the new global goals.
Driven by this understanding, PATH released the Innovation Countdown 2030 report (IC2030), Reimagining
Global Health, which identifies 30 high-impact innovations selected by independent global experts for their
promise to transform health in the next 15 years.
By engaging entrepreneurs, investors, innovators, and experts across sectors and around the world, IC2030
reimagines what is possible if we harness the world’s collective expertise, resources, networks, and
commitment to scale up the most promising solutions to the world’s health challenges. Policymakers play a
vital role in establishing supportive policies and making catalytic investments to advance lifesaving
innovations.

Read More on The Path

August 4, 2016
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WATER IN CANADA 101

Read More on Canadians
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE:
MASTER’S DEGREE IN
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Master’s degree programs in international affairs prepare students for careers that demand not only expertise,
but also flexibility, the ability to understand diverse perspectives, and the ability to perceive the links among
different issues. In addition to having proficiency in areas such as economics, statistics, or languages,
international affairs graduates are equipped to analyze a problem, write and speak effectively among groups
from diverse cultures, and identify crucial connections.

International affairs graduates pursue a wide range of career paths, from global finance to international conflict
resolution and more. Increasing numbers of young professionals are entering the field of economic
development, working in roles such as development monitoring and evaluation. Another expanding field is
political risk, where graduates work for banks, travel companies, investment firms, and other businesses.
Companies looking to evaluate risk in potentially new areas of business often seek international finance
expertise and strong regional familiarity.
When exploring prospective programs, it is important to consider several measures, academic structure,
admission qualification, community and location, costs and career goals.
“Think about your story. Knowing who you are now, what past experiences have shaped you, and where you
want to go in the future is vital for finding programs that meet your needs. It also enables you to create a
strong, distinctive application”.
Read More on The FP Guide
September 1, 2016
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Hopefully summer will take its time ending.
But at least the season coming is perhaps equally great!
(Muskoka District, north of Toronto. August 29, 2016)
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